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Brown Machine Group introduces new Servo Driven LR-
2020S Lip Roller at K-2019 
 
BEAVERTON, Michigan – Brown Machine Group introduces the new LR-2020S Lip Roller at 
K-2019 on October 16, 2019. The new lip roller is designed and manufactured at Brown LLC, 
Brown Machine Group’s thermoforming division located in Beaverton, MI.  
 
The LR-2020S Lip Roller is the newest innovation from Brown following the release of the Elite 
Series Trim Press and the Quad Series Thermoformer. The new design concept follows the 
next steps of innovation in providing the operator with a user-friendly control system and 
process to optimize changeover time while increasing output. The new servo driven lip roller 
allows for recipe storage through the HMI for a host of products and processes, virtually 
eliminating the need for manual adjustments. “The traditional lip rollers available in the market 
place, including the traditional Brown LR-Series have all been manual setup with manual 
adjustments,” states Jason Newman, National Sales Manager. “Beyond the lack of skilled labor, 
the set-up can be very time consuming and costly between product runs. Our new design will 
allow operators to pull from their previously stored recipes, providing quick startup times while 
maintaining consistency between runs and products.” 
 
Along with the servo driven features and new HMI control system, the equipment guarding has 
been improved as well. New Plexiglas guards provide the operator with a clear view of all 
aspects inside the machine and are designed to provide plentiful access for maintenance and/or 
set-up. Another new design feature is the capability to be set-up in operation to run as a left 
hand or right hand machine, providing the customer with increased flexibility within their plant 
layouts. “This new design concept has been driven by our customer base”, states Bob Gordert, 
Vice President of Sales and Marketing. “One of the benefits we see as a turn-key provider is we 
have a direct link with our customer’s needs and desires from a multitude of applications and 
product offerings. This allows us to pull from multiple divisions and resources within Brown 
Machine Group to provide our customers with new innovations to meet their needs and provide 
them with the essential ROI’s needed in today’s market.”  
 
The LR-2020S will be revealed and on display at K-2019 in Hall 3, booth 3C50. The machine 
will be demonstrated every hour on the hour running 12oz APET cups along with additional 
downstream counting, wrapping and case packing designed and manufactured by Nalle 
Automation Systems (NAS), Brown Machine Group’s automation division.  
 
 
 
 



About Brown Machine Group 

Brown Machine Group in Beaverton, MI, is a global leader in thermoforming technology and 
innovation with high-quality product lines manufactured by Brown Machine, Lyle Industries, 
Nalle Automation Systems, Freeman Company and EPCO. It designs and manufactures a 
complete line of continuous and cut-sheet thermoforming equipment, automation systems and 
provides related services including retrofit upgrades, tooling, prototyping, process optimization 
and technical support. It has thermoforming systems operating in over 65 countries worldwide in 
virtually every industry. Visit www.brownmachinegroup.com for more information. 
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